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Abstract
In this paper a novel computation model based on fine-grained objects and asynchronous procedure
invocation is presented. Based on a set of only a few basic definitions it can be used to write well
structured programs as well as exploit a large degree of potential parallelism. Yet the model is strong
enough to express complicated subjects such as active objects and coordination patterns. By incor-
porating controlflow as one of its basic mechanisms it offers an abstraction well-known in sequential
programming and is best suited to express iterative algorithmic primitives. The uniform semantics
of object interaction by asynchronous reference-returning procedure calls leads to a dataflow-orient-
ed programming style even outside the field of functional programming.

Introduction

As parallel computing comes of age a large number of programming models varying in grain
size, abstractness, and implementationability have evolved. While the evolution of coarse-
grained message-passing programming models is close to convergence, models for fine-grain
parallelism are still under debate. It can be observed that some fine-grained models like Actors
[Agh86] are not suited to write larger programs in a structured way because of their exploding
complexity, while other models like pure dataflow languages [Ack82], have difficulties to ex-
press functionality beyond relational semantics.

There have been several attempts to augment the dataflow principle with elements of von Neu-
mann architecture to increase efficiency of dataflow implementations [Bic90]. The work pre-
sented here has gone the other way: By introducing asynchronous procedure calls to a fine-
grained object-oriented computation model in conjunction with the principle ofwait-by-neces-
sity [Car90], the center of the spectrum between pure sequential and pure dataflow has been
reached coming from the von Neumann end.

1. PM/OM stands for “Parallel Modules/Object Model”. The work presented in this paper is a spin-off of
the PM project on object-oriented operating systems at the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg.
The PM-Project is supported by theDeutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG, in the Sonderfor-
schungsbereichSFB 182 Project B2.
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In this paper a novel computation model - PM/OM - based on fine-grained objects and asyn-
chronous procedure invocation is presented that could be able to close some gaps in fine-grained
parallelism. Based on a set of only a few basic definitions it can be used to write well structured
programs as well as exploit a large degree of potential parallelism. Yet the model is strong
enough to express complicated subjects such as active objects and coordination patterns. By in-
corporating controlflow as one of its basic mechanisms it offers an abstraction well-known in
sequential programming and is best suited to express iterative algorithmic primitives. The uni-
form semantics of object interaction by asynchronous reference-returning procedure calls leads
to a dataflow programming style even even outside the field of functional programming.

In the next section the object model is introduced focusing on the basic principles. Any exten-
sion regarding aspects ofinheritance, typeandsecurity are considered to be orthogonal to these
principles and therefore, due to limited space, beyond the scope of this paper. In a detailed dis-
cussion the expressive powers of the proposed model is demonstrated.

The PM/OM Object Model

In PM/OM every item that a program deals with is represented by an object and all objects com-
ply to a uniform object model. This means that even values like 42 or TRUE are represented by
small and abstractly stateless objects.

An object gains its unique identity when generated (instantiated) from its description (class).
Connections between objects are expressed by references stored in variables. Unlike conven-
tional computation models, the storage of the object itself is not part of the abstract model and
is left to the implementation. An object encapsulates a set of statically allocated variables that
can be manipulated only by invocations of procedures calledmethods defined in the class of that
object. A method is a declaration of a set of dynamically allocatable variables combined with a
structured sequence of instructions. Therefore the set of variables of an object can be divided
into the subset of statically allocated variables, calledobject variables, and the variables private
to the invocations of a method calledinvocation variables.

The model is based on the notion of controlflows, i.e. there are abstract entities calledthreads
that execute instructions, get blocked or unblocked, and advance to a defined next instruction
when the previous one is completed. Which of a subset of all instructions is the current next in-
struction may be dependent on the equivalence/non-equivalence of two references held by the
object. The instructions that can be executed by the abstract machine are:

– Instantiation of new objects from classes,

– Assignments of references to variables,

– Atomic exchange of two references,

– Instructions that control the flow of execution including a terminatingreturn instruction
and

– Method invocations on objects to which references are held by the caller.
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Each thread has read and write access to its private invocation variables and the object variables
of the object in which it is executing.

Arithmetic is not directly a part of the execution model. But since abstraction is one benefit of
encapsulation in object-based programming, an instruction like “a + b -> c ” can be
thought of as a syntactic shortform of “arithmetic!add(a,b) -> c ”. Here
arithmetic  is a variable constantly bound to a globally known object that implements
arithmetic operations over a set of value objects. The latter expression is thus an invocation of
the methodadd  on this object with the references stored ina andb as arguments in conjunction
with the assignment of the result to the variablec . The arithmetic object returns a reference to
the resulting value object. As will be seen later, the instruction “a + b -> c ” can also be
regarded as a shortform of “a!add(a,b) -> c ”. This requires that value objects are
structured in a way that they hold the methods for their own manipulation. In a concrete
implementation these operations can be directly executed by the hardware anyway.

Asynchronous Method Invocation

The main feature of the proposed computational model is the uniform asynchronous semantics
of method invocation. Whenever the point of execution comes to a method invocation, a new
thread of control, together with the appropriate set of variables, is created in the called object.
Hence an arbitrary number of threads can execute concurrently within one object. The calling
thread is not blocked and can continue immediately. To support a functional style of program-
ming, two additional mechanisms are part of the invocation semantics:

– An ordered set of references is passed as actual parameters and bound to a subset of the
dynamically allocated variables (formal parameters) of the callee.

– A variable private to the calling thread becomes thetarget variable of this invocation.

The concept oftarget variables requires that all methods are functions (i.e. value- or rather ref-
erence-returning procedures) and that every method invocation is combined with an assign-
ment. However, since method invocations are asynchronous thisfuture assignment does not be-
come effective before the moment of termination of the called method. There is no explicitfu-
ture object as used in ConcurrentSmalltalk [Yok86] or distinction between ordinary andfuture
messages as in ABCL/1 [Yok86]. Instead, the target variable is marked asunbound until the re-
sulting reference is bound to it by the callee.

This unbinding of target variables is used to control the synchronization of the caller and the
callee. The calling thread continues its work until it attempts to read a reference from any un-
bound variable. This principle is the basic principle of dataflow computation and is known as
wait-by-necessity [Car90] in the world of object-oriented programming. Reading a reference is
necessary when an instruction is executed where a method on a referenced object is called or in
an assignment where a reference is copied from one variable to another. In contrast to [Car90],
the necessity of variables to be bound is extended to variables used as arguments in a method
invocation. Although it is not really necessary for the flow of data that an actual parameter is
present in the moment of invocation, this extension simplifies the computational model and
makes it much easier to implement, though reducing the possible degree of parallelism.
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As a consequence the well-knownsingle assignment rule of dataflow languages does not apply
to PM/OM. It is legal to future-assign the result of a new invocation without waiting for the re-
sult of an older one. This mechanism is calledseparation of an (old) invocation. Separation also
occurs when a copying assignment from one variable to the target variable is executed or when
the calling thread terminates without waiting for the result of its callee. When the separated in-
vocation eventually terminates, the reference to the result is not stored but just discarded. The
mechanism of separation guarantees that whenever a variable is read, it yields the result of the
last assignment or last future-assignment. This is exactly the same semantics as known from se-
quential programming.

Conditional Expressions and Loops

The programming model is based on controlflow within the boundaries of a single method def-
inition. The structure of this controlflow is very similar to that used in conventional sequential
programming. Instructions are grouped in sequences and executed or triggered sequentially. An
if-then-else construct directs the thread to one or another sub-sequence of instructions depend-
ing on the equivalence/non-equivalence of two references evaluated from two expressions2 in
the if-clause. Unlike the dataflow model, where the results of the deselected branch are discard-
ed by a switch node, in our model these computations are never initiated. Loops are similarly
expressed with awhile construct that lets the thread re-execute a sub-sequence of instructions
while two expressions can be evaluated and re-evaluated to equivalent references.

Discussion

The basic idea of object-based programming models isabstraction by means ofencapsulation
of state and behavior within the boundaries of an object. In PM/OM the general pattern of be-
havior of an object is defined by the method definitions of its class, while its current behavior is
dependent on its current state which includes the invocations currently being executed. The con-
crete state - in contrast to the abstract state - of an object is thus defined by three components:

– The (possibly empty) set of variables statically allocated with the object at instantiation
time and the set of references stored therein.

– The (possibly empty) set of variables dynamically allocated with every invocation of any
method currently being executed together with the corresponding references.

– The (possibly empty) set of points-of-execution in the sequences of instructions corre-
sponding to the methods invoked.

If the third set is empty - and therefore the second as well - the object isdormant. The state of
a dormant object cannot change spontaneously and a dormant object cannot initiate any change
in the system.

2. TRUE is the simplest expression that is evaluated to a reference to the TRUE object. Note that the TRUE
object is predefined as a unique identity but not as an objectrepresenting truth. This property of the
TRUE object is purely conventional. Checking the reference evaluated from any expression against
TRUE yields the well-known unary if-condition.
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With these definitions in mind some special properties of some objects can be identified.

Value Objects

The simplest objects have no variables and no methods. These objects can be used as values
similar to the data objects of the enumerational type in PASCAL [JW78]. These entities show
no abstract behavior and are therefore completely described by their identity.

Values of structured data types typically include in their abstract behavior some access3 to their
components, e.g. addressing single-character values in a character string. Depending on the way
chosen to implement the “string” abstraction, every string value is represented by a collection
of smallerimplementational objects connected by references. This is usually a chain of contain-
er objects in the “string” example. To support information hiding it is possible to provide a sep-
arateinterface object representing the string and encapsulating the references to the implemen-
tational objects. The second possibility is to incorporate the functionality of the interface object
into the subset of implementational objects that can be directly used as value representatives4.
The latter approach requires the possibility to declare some methods asprivate within a range
of certain degrees of privacy to avoid illegal manipulations by users of the abstraction whoknow
the details of the implementation5.

Simple values and structured values are entities which are abstractly stateless, i.e. any result of
any operation must be reproducible. Incorporating methods into objects that represent values in-
troduces changing states as defined above. The property of abstract statelessness can be main-
tained when the changes of state are hidden to the user of the abstraction. Unfortunately the
property of reproducibility of results is, in general, undecidable.

Therefore the stronger property ofimmutability is introduced. The set ofimmutable objects is
defined as the largest subset of all objects with the property that all references in object variables
are initially and constantly bound and all these references point to objects which are also immu-
table6. This set is recursively but well-defined. Although the set of invocations being executed
within an immutable object is part of the state of that object, these states are not distinguishable
from outside of the object because no two invocations can communicate with each other via
shared object variables. Immutable objects are thus stateless from an abstract point of view.
Note that it is possible to define structured value objects as immutable objects. Immutable ob-
jects can be implemented very efficiently because they can be replicated in a distributed system
or, in some cases, even inlined in the code. For a detailed discussion see [Hau93a].

It is worth noticing that the code of the method definitions is only incorporated in the object con-
ceptually and in a concrete implementation typically connected with the representation of the
class. So the generation of a large set of value objects does not entail any copying of code. In-

3. As we are dealing withvalues this isreading access only.

4. In the example these are the container objects but not the character objects.

5.  In a typed object model a proposal for these degrees could be: any object / all objects of conforming
type / all objects of identical type / all objects of identical class / only this instant.

6. Object variables that are filled with references at instantiation time and never assigned a new value are
therefore calledconstants. Note that a constant in this general form may hold a reference to an object
that itself may alter its abstract state!
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corporating methods for their manipulation into the object definition also simplifies the use of
abstractly unstructured values like natural numbers. With this construction any natural number
(i. e. value object) can be used as an agent to perform arithmetic.

The most important point to be discussed in this section is abstraction: When dealing with indi-
ces addressing single characters, the object implementing the string abstraction uses the abstrac-
tion of natural numbers offered by the objects implementing natural numbers. This abstraction
could also be implemented with chains of objects forming an implementation based on the
Peano axioms. With the knowledge of theabstract behavior of the natural number objects, the
string objects implement the abstraction of strings regardless of the concrete implementation of
arithmetic. In a similar way the user of strings can completely abstract from their implementa-
tion.Therefore, this abstraction can also be implemented in a completely different way or even
left to the hardwarewithout leaving the model of computation, as long as the general rules of
interfacing are obeyed.

Immutable Objects, Asynchronous Invocation and Dataflow

Due to the fact that values are stateless by definition, the abstract behavior of natural numbers
and strings is extremely simple. To use strings or any other data type in a functional program-
ming style the statelessness is necessary as can easily be seen with the concatenation operation
for strings. When in a code fragment the operations “a!conc(a,b) -> a_then_b ” and
“b!conc(b,a) -> b_then_a ” are executed, a and b have to be copied by the called ob-
ject within each operation to yield the expected results. This is true regardless of synchronous
or asynchronous invocation semantics. But the transition fromsynchronous toasynchronous se-
mantics combined with the principle ofwait-by-necessity transforms a conventional sequential
model with fine-grained objects like Emerald [BHJL86] into a computational model with data-
flow. With the assertion of immutability, deterministic results are preserved.

To illustrate how a sequence of conventional instructions including loops defines a synchroni-
zation pattern similar to a dataflow graph, the description of a string reversal method for the
class of abstractly stateless string objects is given in a fictitious syntax in figure 1. What happens

Fig. 1 Code fragment of the immutable string class

revert_string (s_in) -> (s_out)

var  i,c

{

0 -> i;

s_in!create_empty_string() -> s_out;

s_in!char_by_index(i) -> c;

while (c != NIL) {

s_out!char_conc(c,s_out) -> s_out;

i+1 -> i;

s_in!char_by_index(i) -> c;

}

return ;

}
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when this method is called? After the assignment of the zero object toi  the creation of the emp-
ty string and the methodchar_by_index  can be executed in parallel. The loop can be en-
tered when the latter invocation is terminated and as a consequencec  is bound. Within the loop
there are two computations that are independent of each other. First the generation of the new
s_out  and second the calculation of the next indexi  and characterc . These calculations can
take place in parallel. The invocation ofchar_by_index is not triggered until the parameter
i  is updated. Given that the calculation ofchar_conc  is very slow in comparison to the other
operations, the loop may be reentered or even left (ifc  is finally bound toNIL  indicating the
end of the original string) befores_out  is bound in the preceding (or last) run. The principle
of wait-by-necessity guarantees that the iterations do not collide: The next invocation of
char_conc  is blocked until the previous results_out  is bound.

When the last iteration is triggered and the loop is left, the thread of the invocation of
revert_string  is blocked in thereturn  instruction untils_out  is bound. This is due to
the fact that the reference ins_out  is the return value ofrevert_string  as stated in the
first line of the code fragment.

In this formulation ofrevert_string  a set of intermediate results are generated and
temporarily bound tos_out . These objects have to be garbage collected in a concrete
implementation. An optimizing compiler can detect this by what may be calledreference flow
analysisand include code to destroy the garbage objects at the earliest possible point in time.

The principles as defined in PM/OM do not exploit the maximum degree of parallelism that can
be exploited by pure functional dataflow. This is due to the fact that parameters of invocations
are waited for rather than being forwarded asfutures. This effect can be seen in the unfolding
of the while loop. When blocked in any operation the unfolding is stopped and no further
operation is triggered even if it is independent of the result currently being waited for. We
believe that this reduction in parallelism is an acceptable trade-off for two points:

– Clarity and controllability of fine-grain parallel programs is enhanced especially when
asynchronous invocations are introduced to programmingwith side effects for which the
object model was invented.

– Passing future-assigned values as parameters would mean to extend the unique target vari-
able of an invocation to a dynamically changing set of target variables that are as a rule
scattered across several objects leading to severe problems for an efficient implementa-
tion. Disallowing unbound argument variables also simplifies a definition of semantics of
exception handling and exception propagation useful in reactive programming.

Abstract Behavior of Objects with State

Dataflow computation and functional programming depend on the property of procedures
(functions) to be free of side effects. This includes the necessity of objects being abstractly state-
less. Many applications like databases are inherently state driven though. For these applications
pure functional programming has to be extended with constructs like event streams [DW79]
somewhat unnatural to databases and inappropriate for straightforward programming.
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In an environment where objects have state, the restrictions on the sequence of single computa-
tional steps have to be more restricted than in pure dataflow. Objects that show the property of
state require the ability ofcoordination of method invocations: Given an object with a non-emp-
ty set of object variables that can be readand written, it is easy to see that the concurrent exe-
cution of invocations within one object can lead to inconsistencies and loss of information if not
properly coordinated. These problems of concurrency, including aspects like deadlock and fair-
ness, have been studied exhaustively in the field of operating systems. The solution is the use of
constructs like semaphores, monitors [Hoa74] or path expressions [Cam74]. With these tools
and concurrency in mind it is often possible to hide the problems of concurrent use of an ab-
straction from its user, thus creatingcoordinated abstract datatypes.

In PM/OM it is not necessary to introduce these tools with additional “magic” keywords. It is
possible to express coordination patterns through patterns of invocations oncoordinating ob-
jects together with the synchronization properties of asynchronous invocations and assign-
ments. Coordinating objects are objects just like any other object but are intended to be used in
coordination rather than as an entity of data7.

To guarantee exclusive access to object variables, methods in an object of an coordinated data
type may use a simple mutex lock protocol. Before anything is done,lock  is called on a mutex
object initially and constantly bound to an object variable. The termination is explicitly waited
for with an assignment, e.g. “sync -> sync ”, wheresync  (or any other name) is the target
variable of that call. After the actions to alter the state have been carried out, anunlock  call is
issued. Note that the value returned by thelock  operation is of no importance - theevent of
return has to be waited for. The invocation of theunlock  operation may be safely separated at
once because neither the return value nor the event of termination is of any importance as long
as the operation will be executed at all.

A definition of a simple mutex object is shown in figure 2. An invocation of thelock  operation
will atomically set its state to “locked” by atomically exchanging two references. If the mutex was
already locked this exchange is repeated untilstate  is eventually set tounlocked  by an
invocation ofunlock  executed concurrently. To conform to the locking protocol the invocation
of theunlock  operation must have been triggered by the thread that passed the last lock operation
successfully. Note that the thread trying to lock the mutex has to busy-wait because the object
model as presented here is not able to express suspension of threads. In many cases where the busy
waiting loop is semantically as clear as in the example, an optimizing compiler can transform the
busy waiting loop to a true suspension. Note that the scope of tests and actions in a coordinating
object is typically limited to a few object variables.

With this technique any other form of coordination can be implemented if transformed to the
appropriate pattern of invocations on specialized coordinating objects. This technique can also be
used to coordinate threads executing in different objects using the same coordinating objects.

7. The separation of data functionality and concurrency control is intended to support the reuse of software.
A complicated coordination pattern defined as a coordinating object may easily be used by other
datatypes requiring the same coordination pattern.
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It has to be emphasized that the necessity of coordination is automatically given whenever
concurrently executing objects with state introduce indeterminism into the system. Unfortunately
there is no easy solution to this problem. However by encapsulation some of these problems can
be hidden from the caller.

Future Objects as Coordinating Objects

As stated before the invocation rule of the object model is defined such that an invocation has
at most one target variable and is waited for its termination if this variable is used as a parameter.
This imposes that any termination can at most unblock one other thread and any blocked thread
can be blocked on only one event. However in some situations such as in coordinating objects
as seen above, it is desirable to break this rule. Another special case is an explicitfuture object.
Future objects are implicitly created in ConcurrentSmalltalk [Yok86] when a method is called
asynchronously and can be handed as parameters to subsequent calls. Future objects in Concur-
rentSmalltalk can be called sensibly only synchronously, introducing the necessity of two dif-
ferent invocation semantics. With future objects a larger number of threads can be blocked in a
synchronous call on the future object to retrieve the result of the first call.

Since future objects are a special case of coordinating objects, they can be explicitly formulated
in PM/OM if the responsibility8 to invoke a certain method on a certain object can be handed to
another object. This may be done by introduction of methods as first-order objects as in Ellie
[And92] or under control of syntactical casting rules redefining the interface of the object-to-

8. In an extension of the basic object model where not only the ability but also the right of invocation may
be limited, also the right has to be transferable.

Fig. 2 A class for coordinating mutex objects

class mutex

{

var state;

unlock () -> NIL

{

unlocked -> state;

return;

}

lock () -> NIL

var test;

{

locked -> test;

test <-> state;

while(test==locked) {

test <-> state;

}

return;

}

}
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be-called so that the future object can do the invocation with a method name hard-wired in the
future object. In both cases the actual return value can be retrieved by calling a second method
on the future object that waits until the expected result has been stored in an object variable of
the future object. Copies of references to the future object can be handed as (explicit) future pa-
rameters to subsequent invocations. With the ability to define future objects within the object
model, it is even possible to introduce techniques like replicated invocations or software redun-
dancy to implement fault tolerance.

Abstract Behavior in Reactive Programming

Since PM/OM is a spin-off of a project on operating systems one of its aims and powers is the
ability to express the behavior of inherently active objects. A good example for an active object
is an alarm clock. An alarm clock can be set to wake up a third party object at (or shortly after)
a given point in time in the future. It is impossible to express such an active abstract behavior
when the computation model lacks the notion of independent “processes”. In the example of the
alarm clock, some activity has to remain in the alarm clock object after theset_alam  opera-
tion has terminated. This scheme, sometimes calledpostaction, can be expressed by a method
definition ofset_alarm  that sets up a secondary process by calling a private method of its
own object and intentionally separates this invocation by returning without waiting for comple-
tion. The secondary process starts to poll a hardware supported clock and wakes up the third
party at the appropriate time. The reference to the third party object in this scheme is handed
down from the caller of the alarm clock to the secondary process that finally calls awake_up

method on it.

To guarantee a real-time behavior of a reactive system, i.e. a maximum delay of the wake up
call beyond the time set, assertions about the scheduling of instructions by the underlying run-
time system have to be made.

A Word on Syntax

All examples given in this paper are written in a fictitious syntax. For a concrete definition of a
complete programming language based on PM/OM many aspects of usability, clarity and com-
pilability have to be taken into account. Remember that an expression like “while(i < len/

2) ” is only an abbreviation of “while(i!less(i,len!divide(len,2)),TRUE) ”!
To develop a language that can be used for real programming, rules for abbreviation have to be
defined for many standard situations like arithmetic, for-loops and selection in structured data
types. Since it is only intended to present the basic object model, these questions are beyond the
scope of this paper.

Implementational Aspects

One of the main goals of the PM project is to develop a model of computation that can be used
to exploit different degrees of parallelism offered by different hardware architectures. It should
be possible to write programs that can be compiled for a number of processing units ranging
from only a few up to hundreds, without changing the code. In a multiuser environment it should
even be possible to vary the size of the processor set allocated to one  application at run-time,
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just as time-slices and priorities are dynamically adjusted in multiprogramming operating sys-
tems of today. The degree of parallelism as offered by the hardware is hidden by the run-time
system and exploited at the same time.

With an object model like PM/OM it is possible to express fine-grained parallelism, therefore it
cannot be expected to be efficiently implementable on inherently sequential architectures of the
classical von Neumann design. An architecture similar to that proposed in [BK87] with special
features for fast context switching is clearly a better basis for a PM/OM machine. However first
implementations of the asynchronous method invocation semantics for coarser-grain C++ ob-
jects on a Sequent Symmetry shared memory multicomputer are currently under research at Er-
langen University and show fair results. Other projects researching fast thread implementations
(e. g. [ABLL92]), have already shown that an efficient creation and management of fine-grained
parallelism is possible. It should be noted that PM/OM  is indended to be used in  writing auto-
matically parallelizing programs that are capable of running on an arbitrary number of proces-
sors rather than writing programs that outperform specially parallelized code for this machine.

A concrete PM/OM machine must be capable of handling a large set of extremely light-weight-
ed processes (threads) that are short-lived and highly synchronized. This seemingly hard task is
eased by some properties that can be derived from the model:

– Since no thread is able to leave its object, the binding of names used in the definition of
the instructions to the actually used set of variables, calledcontext, is constant throughout
the lifetime of a thread. Thus it is not necessary to supply a stack.

– When a thread is blocked there is exactly one other thread whose termination will wake
up the blocked thread.

– When it is known in advance that a called method will terminate in a known or at least
finite time9, a synchronous invocation is a legalspecial case of the asynchronous seman-
tics. This is becauseasynchrony in a pure sense imposes only very weak restrictions on
scheduling: The caller is only guaranteed to be rescheduled after a finite interval and re-
gardless of the behavior of the callee. Thus an efficient implementation with inlined code
or a conventional subroutine call on a hardware that supports stacks efficiently is possible.
This is not generally true where real-time constraints have to be met.

Object-Orientation

With the basic framework of an object-based computation model that supports properties of
dataflow it is possible to directly open up the door of object-oriented program structuring to the
world of fine-grain parallelism. Extending the object model with mechanisms of class-based in-
heritance that are orthogonal to the mechanisms of method invocation as proposed in [Hau93b]
does exactly this. A further extension of the model by a notion oftype andtype conformance is

9. This property is of course undecidable in the general case. But for frequently needed operations such as
arithmetic or operations of reading or setting a certain state of an object it can be decided at compile-
time.
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necessary to control the program structure.Type in this context can be thought of as a tag for a
description of an abstract behavior that incorporates but also exceeds the notion of method/ob-
ject signatures.

In an object-oriented language based on the PM/OM model it is possible to write programs
strongly related in style to functional or dataflow languages. These programs can be easily built,
structured and maintained with the mechanisms of object-oriented programming techniques.
The ability of expressing a flow of control within a method definition gives the programmer a
clear and well-known mechanism for loops and conditionals at hand. The property of encapsu-
lation provides the programmer with a strong tool for creation of problem-oriented abstractions.
The expressiveness of the object model extends its usability to state based programming and re-
active programming by simply making use of object variables and the mechanism of separation
respectively. Still object-oriented encapsulation is a good basis for controlling these types of ab-
stractions beyond those of functional programming.

Conclusion

We proposed a computation model that enables the programmer to use a variety of programming
styles, including functional programming and conventional concurrent sequential programming
with or without side effects. He or she also has the ability to express algorithms that can exploit
fine-grain parallelism in a dataflow fashion. The programmer is given a strong tool to create
problem-oriented abstractions supported by the encapsulation mechanisms of object-based pro-
gramming models. It is possible to express the necessary coordination structures within the se-
mantics of the proposed model.

The object-based structure of the model as presented together with extensions that express
class-based inheritance and type, opens up the world of dataflow computation to the structuring
techniques of object-oriented programming. Thus the object model provides a basis to write
large and complex programs that are capable of being parallelized automatically and to a fine
grain.
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